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We report evidence of dense, ordered nanodomains in single-component fluid lipid bilayers. Our
atomic-scale molecular dynamics simulations suggest that the area available to a lipid acyl chain exhibits
large fluctuations, resulting in denser and sparser domains. The sizes of the dense domains can be up to
10 nm, and their lifetimes are of the order of 10 ns. In addition, our simulations suggest that domains
of lipids with highly ordered acyl chains form predominantly within the dense regions, their sizes ranging
from a few chains up to a few nanometers, and with lifetimes between 10 ps–10 ns. These observations
shed light on the origin of experimentally observed fluctuations, as well as on the mechanisms of phase
transitions in lipid membranes.
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Biological membranes form an environment for a variety of biomolecular assemblies and biochemical processes.
The possible existence of nanoscale domains in biological
membranes, the so-called lipid raft hypothesis [1], has
been the subject of enormous attention. Of particular interest is their phase behavior, which is poorly understood.
Consequently, a variety of studies have focused on model
ternary mixtures containing cholesterol, and saturated and
unsaturated lipids, but the phase behavior of these systems
is not well understood either [2 – 4]. Even more puzzling is
the fact that there is still some doubt about the nature of the
coexistence region in binary mixtures containing cholesterol. In fact, even the phase behavior of single-component
bilayers is not fully understood [5,6].
Many experimental and theoretical studies have shown
that single-component phospholipid bilayers exhibit
critical-like spatial fluctuations when the main transition
temperature TM is approached from the fluid (L ) phase
[6 –9]. Also other properties, such as the lamellar spacing
in multilamellar vesicles, show critical-like behavior in this
region [10]. The main transition also has features of firstorder transitions. Several explanations have been proposed,
such as the transition being only weakly first order [7,11],
or the occurrence of small gel-like domains within the fluid
phase [6]. However, direct observation of the microscopic
features is experimentally very difficult, and the details of
the behavior have remained elusive.
In this Letter, we employ atomistic molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations to study the critical-like fluctuations. We
demonstrate the presence of transient highly ordered domains in the L phase close to TM . We also see longerlived domains of high density. These nanodomains are
0031-9007=06=97(23)=238102(4)

characterized in detail. The observations shed light on
the microscopic origin of the critical fluctuations and the
mechanism(s) of phase transitions in lipid membranes.
We performed a 40 ns simulation of a lipid bilayer
consisting of 1152 fully hydrated dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) molecules, modeled using a thoroughly
validated DPPC force field [12 –14]. The electrostatics
were treated with the reaction field method; no qualitative
differences were observed with a 10 ns simulation with
particle-mesh Ewald electrostatics. The simulations were
performed in the NpT ensemble, with the T  323 K
(above TM  315 K). The first 10 ns was treated as equilibration, since after 10 ns, the area per lipid had clearly
stabilized; i.e., the lipids had had enough time to diffuse
from their initial positions (see Ref. [15]). All simulations
were carried out using GROMACS [16]. Other details can
be found in the supplementary material [15].
Figures 1(a)–1(d) show selected visualizations summarizing our results. All snapshots are from the same configuration, chosen near the end of the trajectory. Figure 1(a)
shows the area available to each lipid chain in one monolayer. The areas have been calculated using a 2D Voronoi
tessellation [17] of the the center-of-mass (c.m.) positions
of the acyl chains. While undulations are not accounted for
in this analysis, we found that the effects seen in the figure
are practically uncorrelated with the undulations (see
below).
Figure 1(a) shows that there are clearly domains of
higher and lower densities. However, there is also a substantial variation in the area available within these domains, and the domain borders are not sharp. Visual
inspection of the dynamics of the system [15] shows that
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FIG. 1 (color online). Visualization of a single configuration of 1152 molecule lipid bilayer together with probability distributions of
order parameter and area per chain or head group. Panel (a) shows the area per tail in one monolayer, determined using a Voronoi
tessellation of the c.m. coordinates of the tails. Panel (b) shows the average order parameter Szz for each tail in the same configuration;
the extremum values of Szz are 1 and 0:5, corresponding to a perfectly ordered (all-trans) state and a conformation perpendicular to
the membrane normal, respectively. Lack of order is characterized by Szz  0. Panels (c) and (d) show the undulations and the
membrane thickness, respectively. Panels (e) and (f) show the probability distributions of the order parameters and the areas for the
whole trajectory. The head group order parameter was defined as the average of the chain order parameters.

the denser domains have long lifetimes, with the density
staying largely unaltered over a period of at least 10 ns. A
similar figure for the other monolayer (not shown) indicates that the locations of the denser regions are significantly correlated across the bilayer. This observation is in
line with the recent work of Marrink et al. on the dynamics
of the main transition using a coarse-grained model [18].
They observed that gel domains formed preferentially at
the same locations in the opposite monolayers.
Large differences in packing suggest different ordering
in different regions. This is indeed true: Fig. 1(b) shows the
average order parameter for each chain. It is given by Szz 
1
2
2 h3cos i  1ii , where i is the angle between the bilayer
normal (lying along the z direction) and the molecular axis
which connects the neighboring carbon atoms i  1 and
i  1, and hii denotes an average over all the carbon atoms
in the chain.
Figure 1(b) clearly shows some larger clusters of high
ordering, but there is also significant local variation. To
visualize the clusters, we denote a chain as ordered if Szz >
0:5 and it has at least two neighboring chains (defined by
Voronoi tessellation) satisfying the same criterion. The
figure shows that there are small ordered clusters (consisting of a few chains) in addition to the larger ones. These
clusters are located predominantly in the denser regions.
Contrary to the dense domains, these clusters are highly
dynamic [15], and their shape can change significantly
over a period of a few hundred picoseconds. Despite these
temporal fluctuations in shape, the larger clusters have
lifetimes of the order of nanoseconds. The smaller clusters,
on the other hand, form and disappear on the time scales of
tens or hundreds of picoseconds. The conclusions are
similar for other threshold values besides 0.5.

We also compared the locations of the domains to the
undulations and thickness of the membrane. These quantities were calculated on a grid using smooth interpolation
with a Gaussian kernel and 1 nm bandwidth. First, the head
group c.m.s were used to calculate the z coordinate for both
monolayers. The average and difference of these coordinates were then used to describe the undulations and the
thickness, respectively. The results are shown in Figs. 1(c)
and 1(d). Comparison with the other snapshots shows no
apparent correlation between the density or order and the
undulations. However, the density correlates strongly with
the thickness, as the total volume cannot vary as strongly as
the area.
Distributions for the areas and the order parameters are
shown in Figs. 1(e) and 1(f). All distributions are smooth
and single peaked, and the tail ones have a slight asymmetric tail towards more disordered regions (larger areas).
Hence, there is no clear division between ordered and
disordered, or dense and sparse regions. This also shows
that the fluctuations in the system are very strong, obscuring any possible difference in the probability distributions
of the different domains. The distributions for Shead
zz and Ah
can be fitted well with normal and log-normal distributions, respectively. For Stail
zz and At there are larger systematic deviations, but the same distributions give the best fit.
It is logical to ask whether also the area per head group is
smaller in denser and/or more ordered regions. The connection is much weaker here (figure not shown): the area
per head group may be slightly smaller in the denser
regions, but the effect is obscured by large fluctuations,
see Fig. 1(f). It is possible that the larger size of the head
group prevents the formation of larger dense clusters:
although the chains can pack easily to form tight
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clusters, the head groups are more bulky and cannot pack
as closely.
To quantitatively assess the validity of the above inference about the correlations, we calculated correlation coefficients cab between different quantities a and b. The
maximum and minimum values of cab are 1 and 1,
respectively, corresponding to a perfect linear relationship
with a positive or a negative coefficient. A value close to
zero indicates that there is no apparent linear relationship.
Quantities in the same monolayer were compared for each
particle, and for comparisons between different monolayers (and with properties of the whole bilayer) we used
a smooth kernel averaging as described earlier. For details
of the correlation coefficients, see Ref. [15].
Table I shows the correlation coefficients for the local
order parameter Szz , the area per chain At and per head
group Ah , and the thickness of the membrane d and the z
coordinate of the membrane. The upper left corner confirms that At and Szz are correlated: the correlation coefficient is 0:32, and increases to 0:46 for kernel-averaged
quantities. In contrast, Ah has a much weaker correlation
with both Szz and At , showing that the head group packing
is not as strongly connected to ordering. However, some
correlations emerge for the kernel-averaged quantities. The
upper right corner shows that the transmembrane correlations are the strongest for At , with only minor correlations
observed for the other quantities.
For the undulations (represented by z), the correlation
coefficients vary between 0.1 and 0.3 and are asymmetric
over the monolayers. Thus there may be some effects from
the undulations, but they are not the main cause of the
observed phenomena. The asymmetry between the monolayers may be associated with asymmetric undulations. In
contrast, the correlation between d and At is very strong, in
agreement with the volume argument above. Yet again, the
correlation of d with Ah is weaker.
The calculated correlation coefficients support all the
conclusions drawn from Fig. 1. However, the values are
typically below 0.5. This indicates either that the relation-

ship between the quantities is not linear, and/or that there
are strong, independent fluctuations in all quantities.
Figure 2 shows the bivariate distribution for At and Szz .
The distributions for other pairs are similar, demonstrating
that fluctuations are the main reason for the low values.
We further elucidated the nature of the domains. First,
we calculated the static structure factors Sk for the monolayers after projecting the c.m. coordinates to the x-y plane.
The static structure factor is defined by Sk 
hkki=N, where k is the Fourier transform of
the particle density and N is the total number of particles.
The expression for Sk can be separated into contributions
from different pairs of particles by using the densities of
specific particle types in the expression.
The static structure factors for different pairs are shown
in Fig. 3. There is a clear peak at small k, coming mostly
from the chain-chain structure factor. This is in line with
the presence of large spatial density fluctuations, and also
shows that there is no clear length scale for the denser
regions, apart from the system size. Structure factors calculated over different parts of the trajectory (not shown)
demonstrate that these domains develop very slowly. In
fact, the peaks are still growing after 20 ns. Hence, the
domains are not a consequence of poor equilibration, but
care should be taken when interpreting the quantitative
results. The presence of the domains in equilibrium is
also supported by large-scale simulations of a coarsegrained model, constructed based on a smaller MD system
using the Inverse Monte Carlo technique [19].
We also calculated the size distribution of the ordered
clusters shown as an inset in Fig. 3. It is monotonically
decreasing, with the majority of the clusters being formed
by just a few chains. Thus, there is no dominant size.
The dynamics of the ordered clusters turned out to be
complex. The clusters may easily split up and merge with
others, which makes defining a lifetime for a cluster difficult. Following the largest fragment of each cluster until it
completely disappears, we get lifetimes of tens of picoseconds for the smallest clusters and a few nanoseconds for
the largest ones. In contrast, calculating transition probabilities between different sized clusters, again based on the
largest fragments, we get expected lifetimes of a few
hundred picoseconds for the largest clusters. The fact
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TABLE I. Intra- and intermonolayer correlation coefficients
between local order parameter Szz , area per chain At , area per
head group Ah , membrane thickness d, and membrane z coordinate. Transmembrane comparison (last three columns), and
comparison involving d and z, were done using smooth kernel
averaging (see text) for all quantities. Also intramonolayer
correlation coefficients for the kernel-averaged quantities are
given (middle three columns).
Same monolayer
Szz
At
Ah
Szz
At
Ah
d
z

0:32 0:11
0:15
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Kernel-averaged
Same monolayer
Other monolayer
Szz
At
Ah
Szz
At
Ah
0:46 0:20 0:10 0:21 0:18
0:38
0:48 0:33
0:22
0:42 0:82 0:44
0:31 0:08 0:05 0:05 0:29 0:17
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FIG. 2. Bivariate probability distribution of area per tail At and
order parameter Szz . The contours are on logarithmic scale.
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the bilayer. The denser areas show transient domains of
high ordering, with the largest domains consisting of up to
50 lipids. For both quantities the temporal fluctuations are
strong, obscuring any possible presence of two different
phases and making the domain boundaries difficult to
define. The presented results agree with experiments, and
give insight into the atomistic origin of the phenomenon.
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FIG. 3. Static structure factors calculated for 2D center-ofmass coordinates and averaged over monolayers. The inset
shows the size distribution of ordered domains. The size was
measured as the number of ordered chains (Szz > 0:5).

that the latter estimate is too small indicates that the chains
cannot be easily classified as just ordered or disordered.
Instead, chains that become ‘‘disordered’’ are likely to be
part of a reconstructed cluster after some time.
Let us finally briefly discuss the relevance of our results.
The reported simulations provide atomic-scale insight into
the nature of the density fluctuations, information which
cannot be easily accessed experimentally or with simple
theoretical models. For example, our results indicate that
the increase in the bilayer thickness observed by Zhang
et al. [10] is not uniform, but occurs predominantly in the
denser regions. In general, our results agree at least qualitatively with other studies of the critical behavior.
However, they also reveal the complexity of the phenomenon, since the properties of the domains are very different
for the density and the local order. It is also likely that other
local properties, such as the lateral pressure profile, are
different in different parts of the membrane. Such inhomogeneity could facilitate changes in the membrane protein
conformational states and hence affect the functioning of
membrane proteins. While studies of temperature dependence were beyond our reach in this work, further simulations at different temperatures could prove useful to
characterize the critical behavior close to TM .
The present results indicate the formation of transient
domains even in single-component lipid bilayers when the
system is relatively close to TM . This suggests that similar
domains could also occur in more complex systems. At the
simplest level, it is possible that ordered domains could
exhibit interesting interplay with cholesterol in binary and
ternary mixtures. The present results provide a starting
point and motivation for such studies.
In conclusion, we have studied fluctuations in the local
density and order parameters of a single-component lipid
bilayer using atomistic MD simulations. The results show
clear domains of higher and lower densities with long
characteristic times. The domains are correlated across
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